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ABSTRACT
Introduction During robot- assisted surgery (RAS), 
changes to the operating room configuration pose 
challenges to communication by limiting team members’ 
ability to see one another or use gesture. Referencing (the 
act of pointing out an object or area in order to coordinate 
action around it), may be susceptible to miscommunication 
due to these constraints.
Objectives Explore the use of microanalysis to describe 
and evaluate communicative efficiency in RAS through 
examination of referencing in surgical tasks.
Methods All communications during ten robot- 
assisted pelvic surgeries (radical cystectomies and 
prostatectomies) were fully transcribed. Forty- six 
referencing events were identified within these and 
subjected to a process of microanalysis. Microanalysis 
employs detailed transcription of speech and gesture 
along with their relative timing/sequencing to describe 
and analyse interactions. A descriptive taxonomy for 
referencing strategies was developed with categories 
including references reliant exclusively on speech 
(anatomic terms/directional language and context 
dependent words (CD)); references reliant exclusively on 
gesture or available aspects of the environment (point/
show, camera focus/movement in the visual field and 
functional movement); and references reliant on the 
integrated use of speech and gesture/environmental 
support (integrated communication (IC)). Frequency of 
utilisation and number/percent ‘miscommunication’, were 
collated within each category when miscommunication 
was defined as any reference met with incorrect or no 
identification of the target.
Results IC and CD were the most frequently used 
strategies (45% and 26%, respectively, p≤0.01). 
Miscommunication was encountered in 22% of references. 
The use of IC resulted in the fewest miscommunications, 
while CD was associated with the most 
miscommunications (42%). Microanalysis provided insight 
into the causes and nature of successful referencing and 
miscommunication.
Conclusions In RAS, surgeons complete referencing tasks 
in a variety of ways. IC may provide an effective means of 
referencing, while other strategies may not be adequately 
supported by the environment.

INTRODUCTION
Robot- assisted surgery (RAS) is fast becoming 
an integral part of the armamentarium 
to surgical sciences. But traditional oper-
ating theatre layout may pose challenges to 
communication among the surgical team.1 
With the surgeon seated at a remote console, 
it is often difficult for team members to hear 
one another, while necessary equipment 
(ie, video monitors, the surgical console) 
disrupts sight- lines, limiting the use of visible 
behaviour (ie, gesture, eye gaze) in commu-
nication (figure 1).2 3 One communication 
act that may be susceptible to miscommu-
nication in this environment is referencing, 
defined as drawing a partner’s attention to 
a target object or area, usually to coordinate 
action (eg, The surgeon says ‘Wash here’, 
and the assistant locates the area).4–6 Often in 
referencing, speakers rely on gestures along 
with speech to make targets salient.4Though 
referencing is common in daily conversation, 

Strengths and limitations of this study

 ► Study methodology (microanalysis) addresses as-
pects of communication in robot- assisted surgery 
(RAS) previously unstudied due to limitations in tra-
ditional methodologies.

 ► Microanalysis affords the ability to examine how the 
communication constraints of the RAS operating 
theatre affect surgeons’ integrated use of speech 
and gesture and how this impacts communicative 
efficiency in referencing.

 ► Microanalysis allows for examination miscommuni-
cation in RAS beyond quantification of breakdowns 
revealing its root causes.

 ► Rigorous statistical analysis of this study’s quantita-
tive results was not possible due to its small sample 
size.

 ► The descriptive taxonomy for referencing strategies 
developed in this study is likely not comprehensive 
due to the study’s limited scope.
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it is also central to the completion of complex, coordi-
nated tasks in high- stakes environments.7 Given the long- 
demonstrated impact of communication efficiency on 
healthcare outcomes, understanding how constraints on 
gesture in RAS might impact referencing is vital.

Randell et al1 and Raheem et al8 examined commu-
nication and teamwork in RAS, by focusing on verbal 
requests by surgeons. Both studies demonstrated that 
precisely worded requests specifying the addressee or 
the requested item were generally more successful than 
less precise requests, but these findings varied with task 
complexity and familiarity among team members.4 Use of 
gesture in RAS has also been studied with up to 87% of 
interactions classified as ‘non- verbal’.9 10 Referencing in 
RAS has not been examined thoroughly, though Elprama 
and colleagues identified it as a source of miscommunica-
tion in current RAS practice.11

While the aforementioned studies provide a founda-
tion for understanding communication in RAS, they are 
all limited by addressing communication dichotomously, 
as consisting of either ‘verbal’ or ‘non- verbal’ acts. None 
of them takes into account the way integrated speech and 
gesture are commonly deployed.12 Studies of commu-
nication, and referencing specifically, in laparoscopy 
and open surgery have used microanalysis to capture 
integrated communication’s (IC’s) role.13 Microanal-
ysis employs detailed transcription to examine various 
communication modalities simultaneously (ie, speech, 

gesture, timing and sequencing of communication acts, 
use of environmental props to aid communication).14 
Microanalysis of referencing in the context of laparoscopy 
has shown that negotiating the accurate identification of 
targets is central to helping team members coordinate 
their actions, and that the integrated use of speech and 
gesture is key to this process.15

This pilot study examines the feasibility of using micro-
analysis in conjunction with time sampling and discourse 
categories (ie, referencing) to locate and understand 
communication weaknesses in the virtual RAS environ-
ment. It provides a descriptive taxonomy for referencing 
in RAS and outlines a viable methodology for future 
larger- scale studies that describe and analyse the root 
causes of miscommunication with an eye to the develop-
ment of both technological and training solutions.

METHODS
Data for this study were recorded in the operating room 
at Roswell Park Comprehensive Cancer Center as part 
of the Technofields project, launched with the aim of 
studying the operative environment in RAS. Technofields 
was funded by the Roswell Park Alliance Foundation (no 
grant number available) and the University at Buffalo’s 
Office of Research and Development’s Innovative Micro- 
Programs Accelerating Collaboration in Themes grant. 
Seventy- nine surgeries performed between 2013 and 2015 

Figure 1 Operating theater layout in robot- assisted surgery.
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were video recorded, and 10 were selected at random for 
full verbal transcription. Within these, 100 time points 
were randomly selected, and topically bounded commu-
nication exchanges containing these points identified. 
For the current study, 25 exchanges were selected at 
random and investigated for referencing, yielding 46 
referencing events (figure 2). These events were then 
subjected to microanalysis, and a descriptive taxonomy 
for referencing strategies used in RAS was developed.

All surgeries were performed by a mentor surgeon (15 
years or more of experience) or surgical fellow engaged 
in training using the da Vinci Si Surgical System. The 
console surgeon’s view of the surgical field was shared 
throughout the operating theater via video monitors. 
Microphones and speakers within the surgical console 
and on the monitor closest to the bedside assistant relayed 
audio between the surgeon and bedside team.

Our methodology for recording the OR environment 
has been previously described.9 Three overhead cameras 
provided a view of surgical team members’ relative posi-
tions in the OR, and a fourth feed recorded console 
footage to provide surgical context for the communica-
tion. Audio was recorded using lapel microphones worn 
by the surgeon, assistant surgeon (trainee), bedside assis-
tant, scrub nurse and up to four additional trainees/shift 
replacement personnel. Output from the surgical system’s 
microphones and speakers was not directly available to 
the research team but was picked up by participants’ lapel 
microphones. Four trained graduate students, one PhD 
candidate and a full professor of communicative disor-
ders and sciences (CDS) performed all transcription 
using the Eudico Linguistic Annotator.16 Transcription 
time per minute of video was approximately 18:1.

For the current study, definitions of key terms and 
taxonomic descriptions were drawn from the literature 
in communication science. ‘Referencing events’ were 
defined as interactions in which one participant sought to 
draw another’s attention to a target area or object.4–6 Only 
references made to targets within the surgical field were 
used in this study. A reference was classified as ‘successful’ 
when it contained three observable parts: verbal produc-
tion of a reference, identification of the target through 
words or action, and confirmation of accuracy.3 4 17 For 
example, the surgeon requests that an area be ‘washed’, 
the assistant washes what he believes to be the target, and 

the surgeon confirms that he is correct by saying ‘Yeah’, 
or by simply continuing with the next expected action. 
References were considered ‘miscommunication’ when 
the recipient asked for clarification, identification of 
the target was met with an observable rejection or the 
recipient failed to respond within one second.3 17 18 The 
final criterion is based on well- established evidence that 
speakers across cultures interpret ‘gaps’ of longer than 
1 s between a contribution and its response to be indica-
tion that the recipient had difficulty with contribution’s 
uptake.18 For references in which the initial attempt 
was classified as miscommunication, each subsequent 
attempt was counted and analysed as a separate reference 
(figure 3).

Microanalysis was completed by the PhD candidate on 
the transcription team through two additional transcrip-
tion passes and a process of case verification including at 
least one surgical fellow or surgeon. The first additional 
transcription pass captured surgical tool movement within 
the body cavity, and the second, timing/sequencing of 
speech and tool movement.

Based on the results of microanalysis, researchers devel-
oped six taxonomic categories to describe referencing 
strategies observed in RAS.12 17 19 The categories anatom-
ical terms (AT) and context dependent words (CD) 
included speech dependent references; (point/show 
(PT), functional movement (FM) and camera focus/
movement (CF) included references using gesture or 
other action involving elements of the environment (ie, 
the camera’s capacity to zoom in or out); and IC included 
references made through the coordinated use of speech 
and gesture/other action (table 1).

Taxonomic categories were also grouped dichoto-
mously into Speech Only (SO) and Gesture Inclusive 
(GI) references, reflective of the ‘verbal/non- verbal’ clas-
sifications used in prior studies of communication in RAS. 
AT and CD comprised the SO group, and the remaining 
categories (PT, FM, CF, IC) formed the GI group.10

Case verification was used for transcription and micro-
analysis, with discrepancies resolved through work 
sessions attended by between two and four members of 
the research team. Inter- rater agreement was calculated 
for microanalysis and taxonomic classification using 10 
randomly selected referencing events representing just 
under 22% of the sample. Review was provided by the 

Figure 2 Sample selection process.
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team’s CDS faculty member. Agreement for each was 
90%.

Statistical analysis
Frequency counts were used to describe the frequency 
of use and effectiveness of referencing strategies. 
Comparisons across referencing strategy categories were 
performed using non- parametric testing (ie, binomial 
test, Fischer’s exact test). A two- tailed alpha level was set 
at p<0.05. All statistical analyses were performed using 
SAS (V.9.4, SAS Institute).

Patient
Patients and the public were not involved in the design of 
the research questions, methods, outcome measures or 
dissemination plans for this study. Dissemination to these 
groups is not applicable.

RESULTS
Analysis of referencing strategies, revealed that IC was the 
most frequently used (45%, n=21) and was the most effec-
tive strategy with 90% (n=19) of references successfully 
completed (binomial test, p<0.01) (figure 4). The next 
most commonly used strategy, CD (26%, n=12) was not 
shown to be particularly effective (58%; n=7 successful), 
however, a Fischer’s exact test of effectiveness was not 
statistically significant (p=0.77).

Miscommunication occurred in 22% (n=10) of 
attempted references. A total of eight initial references 
resulted in miscommunication. Six of these were resolved 
with one repair and the remaining two required an addi-
tional repair. None remained unresolved.

To better understand the effects of a dichotomous anal-
ysis of referencing, reflective of the analysis commonly 

Figure 3 References: initial attempts and repairs.

Table 1 Referencing strategies in robot- assisted surgery

Strategy Classification Description

Anatomy terms/verbal direction (AT) Speech Only  ► Speaker uses directional words without an accompanying 
gesture (ie, ‘go left’) to direct attention.

 ► Speaker uses anatomic terms to direct attention (ie, ‘toward the 
umbilicus’).

Context dependent words (ie, here/
there) (CD)

Speech Only  ► Speaker says ‘Stop there’ without gesturing to specify the point 
at which the listener should come to rest in the surgical field.

Point/show (PT) Gesture Inclusive  ► Speaker uses instrument to point at referent.
 ► Speaker uses instrument to grasp referent.
 ► Speaker uses instrument to clear view of referent.

Functional movement (FM) Gesture Inclusive  ► Speaker retracts, cauterises or blunt dissects tissue and uses 
that touch to identify a referent.

Camera focus/movement (CF) Gesture Inclusive  ► Speaker zooms the camera in on referent.
 ► Movement visible on the monitor is treated as salient by the 
speaker (ie, dripping blood).

Integrated communication (IC) Gesture Inclusive  ► Use of AT or CD in conjunction with PT, CF or FM.
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used in prior research addressing communication in 
RAS, the SO and GI groups were compared (figure 5).

The SO group of strategies comprised 35% (n=16) of 
references and was 62% effective, while GI accounted for 
65% (n=30) of references and was 87% effective, though 
a Fischer’s exact test of the difference in effectiveness was 
not statistically significant (p=0.07).

Microanalysis of miscommunication
Microanalysis provided insight into the nature of both 
successful and unsuccessful referencing in RAS. The 
following example, ‘Cut Where?’ highlights the use of 
the CD strategy resulting in miscommunication. Taken 
together, the transcript, written analysis and video that 
follow provide a window into synthesis of the elements of 
interaction captured in microanalytic transcription and 
case verification (figure 6 and online supplemental file 
1). The use of various formats to present microanalytic 

data often becomes part of an iterative process, with 
translation into each new format revealing new elements 
of interaction. Below, the trainee surgeon (Trainee) and 
his mentor (Mentor) attempt to mitigate the mentor’s 
lack of access to gesture which impedes his use of IC. A 
misplaced cut results.

To begin, Trainee is seated at the console while Mentor 
watches from the observation area. Mentor directs Trainee 
to ‘clean … back’ tissue from the urethra prior to anasto-
mosis (0 s). In deciding where to cut, Trainee probes the 
area ‘on the right- hand side’ of the urethra three times 
in rapid succession. Each probe lands distal to the last. 
Because Mentor cannot point or otherwise gesture within 
the surgical field, he must rely on speech to draw Train-
ee’s attention to the correct location. To do this, Mentor 
attempts to coordinate his words with Trainee’s surgical 
tool movements, using those movements as proxy point 
gestures. Mentor offers verbal approval of the location of 
probe 1 with, ‘Yeah’, then repeats this approval as Trainee 
begins probe 2. Once probe 2 is complete, however, 
Mentor assesses its placement, distal to probe 1, as prob-
lematic. Mentor’s approving utterance and Trainee’s 
movements have become discoordinated. Mentor initiates 
a correction of probe 2’s placement (6.4 s), but before 
he can finish his corrective utterance, Trainee executes 
probe 3 (6.5 s) even further distal. While it was initially 
unclear whether Mentor’s approval indicated that probe 
1 was in the correct general area for dissection (ie, right 
of the urethra) or in the precise location to be cut, his 
correction of probe 2 clarifies that only a cut at the posi-
tion of probe 1 or proximal to it is acceptable. In the time 
it takes for Trainee to adjust his retraction in preparation 
to cut, (6.5 s) he hears and accepts Mentor’s correction of 
probe 2. He repositions his scissors proximal to probes 2 
and 3 as directed, but still unaware that his placement of 
probe 1 was significant, he chooses a point distal to it and 
cuts. He is met with rejection from Mentor and withdraws 
his scissors.

This example illustrates how unequal access to gesture 
within the body coupled with errors in the sequencing 
and interpretation of talk and action lead to miscommu-
nication and difficulty in communication repair.

DISCUSSION
In 2015, The Joint Commission identified miscommuni-
cation as the third leading root cause of sentinel incidents 
in US healthcare.20 The Department of Defense and 
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality also point to 
communication as one of four core areas of medical team 
training in need of improvement.21 With the growing use 
of RAS, understanding of how communication occurs in 
this environment is vital for patient safety.

The comparison of GI and SO references in RAS 
showed that 65% of references employed some type of 
gestural communication. This is consistent with prior 
studies showing that an average of 67% of interactions 
were found to be ‘non- verbal’.10 However, analysis of 

Figure 5 Frequency and effectiveness: Gesture Inclusive 
Speech Only.

Figure 4 Frequency and effectiveness: referencing 
strategies.
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referencing by taxonomic category revealed that 70% 
(21/30) of GI references fell under IC, meaning that they 
were not reliant exclusively on gesture, but on the use of 
speech and gesture in combination. This finding is consis-
tent with a body of literature indicating that the combined 
use of speech and gesture is central to both professional 
and non- professional interactions.19 In prior studies of 
communication in RAS, the treatment of communication 
as either strictly ‘verbal’ or ‘non- verbal’ obscured this 
relationship leaving the contribution of IC unaccounted 
for. Our data revealed IC to be the most frequently used 
and effective referencing strategy.

The use of microanalysis in this pilot study revealed 
causal factors of miscommunication, including temporal 
misalignment, and suggested various avenues for further 
research, technology development and training. For 
example, the TeamSTEPPS programme for improved 
healthcare team interaction recommends the use of 
closed- loop communication but provides little guidance 
regarding the contexts in which it can be used or what its 
use might look like.22 Microanalysis can provide just such 
teachable moments. In ‘Cut Where?’ the trainee surgeon 
moved his scissors slowly into place before making 
his erroneous cut, leaving time both to request and be 
given instruction. Mentor surgeons and trainees can be 
made aware of opportunities like these and of the value 
of pausing in order to maintain temporal coordination. 
These are skills not currently addressed in surgeons’ non- 
technical education.

This study’s limitations, including its small sample size, 
are in part related to its exploratory nature and the use 
of microanalytic techniques. The descriptive and infer-
ential analyses used were meant to augment the findings 

provided by the microanalytic investigation, therefore 
issues of statistical power and generalisation could not be 
validly applied in this feasibility study. Future quantitative 
research may benefit from additional statistical analyses. 
Because this study used a pre- recorded video database, 
it was impossible to evaluate the impact of referencing 
training on surgical performance. Future research could 
include refinements to the taxonomy, microanalysis of 
specific surgical tasks, consideration of interaction differ-
ences between learning exchanges and general surgical 
procedure, and the impact of training on effective 
referencing.

CONCLUSION
Integrated speech and gesture play a key role in 
completing referencing tasks during RAS, and microan-
alytic study of this multimodal communication provides 
an important methodology for understanding both 
successful interaction and problematic communication 
in this environment.
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